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$n=2,3,$ $c=\pm 1,0$ , $\mathfrak{M}^{n}(c)$ $c$ $n$
. $m=2,3,4,$ $\nu=\pm 1,$ $a=(a_{1}, \cdots, a_{m}),$ $b=(b_{1}, \cdots, b_{m})\in \mathrm{R}^{m}\mathrm{Y}arrowarrow$
, $\mathrm{R}^{m}$ $\langle$ , $\rangle_{m,\nu}$
$\langle a, b\rangle_{m,\mathcal{U}}=\iota \text{ }a_{1}b1+\sum a_{k}b_{k}km=2$
, $\mathfrak{M}^{n}(c)$ .
$\mathfrak{M}^{n}(1)=Sn=\{p\in \mathrm{R}^{n+1}; \langle p)p\rangle_{n}+1,1=1\}$ ; $n$
$\mathfrak{M}^{n}(-1)=Hn=\{p\in \mathrm{R}^{n+1}; \langle p,p\rangle n+1,-1=-1\}$ ;
$n$
B (0) $=\mathrm{E}^{n}=(\mathrm{R}^{n})$ $\langle$ , $\rangle_{n,1});n$
, $\langle$ , $\rangle_{4,1}=$ $\langle$ , $\rangle_{1}$ , $\langle$ , $\rangle_{4,-1}=$ $\langle$ , $\rangle_{-1)}\langle)\rangle_{3,1}=$ $\langle$ , $\rangle_{0_{\rangle}}$
$\langle, \rangle_{2,1}=\langle)\rangle$ .
$\mathfrak{U}l^{3}(c)$ , $M$ $\mathfrak{U}l^{3}(c)$ $F$ :
$Marrow \mathfrak{U}\mathrm{t}^{3}(c)$ . , $F$
74
. , $z$ $M$ , Cdzd2 $M$ , $K$
$F$ , $N$ $F$ , $H,$ $Q$ $\langle F_{z\overline{z}}, N\rangle$ $=$
$\frac{1}{2}He^{u},$ $\langle F_{zz}, N\rangle c=Q$ . $H,$ $Qdz^{2}$ $F$
, .
Proposition (Graustein, Raffy [10, 12]) $F:Marrow \mathfrak{U}\mathrm{t}^{3}(c)$
(1), (2) .
(1) $F$ isothermic , $Q$
.
(2) $\frac{1}{Q}$ . ($F$
, $Q\neq 0$ .)
Definition. Proposition isothermic coordinate
.
2Bonnet surfaces with flat extrinsic
curvature
Introduction , $\mathfrak{U}t^{3}(c)$ $K$
, $K=c$ , $0$ . , $c=\pm 1$ , $\mathfrak{M}^{3}(c)$
$c$ $F$ . $z=x+\sqrt{-1}y$ isothermic




, $u$ $y$ . ,
$\frac{1}{q}=f(x)e^{-}\frac{1}{2}u$




. 2 , $q=-e^{u}H$ .
Lemma 1
$(u, q, H)=(u(\eta),$ $\frac{e^{\frac{1}{2}u(\eta)}}{f(\xi)},$ $\frac{\epsilon e^{-u(\eta)}\frac{1}{2}}{f(\xi)}\mathrm{I}$
$c=1$




, $(\eta, \xi, \epsilon)=(x, y, -1)$ , $(y, x, 1),$ $\alpha>0,$ $\beta\in \mathrm{R},$ $(C_{1}, C_{2})\in$
$\mathrm{R}^{2}\backslash \{0\}$ .
Lemma 1 .
$c=1$ , . , 1 ,
$F= \frac{A+B\sinh(\alpha\eta+\beta)}{\cosh(\alpha\eta+\beta)}$
. , $A,$ $B$ $\mathrm{R}^{4}$ $\xi$ , 2 , $B$
. , $\langle F, F\rangle_{1}=1,$ $\langle F_{\xi}, F_{\xi}\rangle_{1}=e^{u}$ ,
$\langle A, A\rangle_{1}=\langle B, B\rangle_{1}=1,$ $\langle A, B\rangle_{1}=0_{\rangle}\langle\frac{dA}{d\xi},$ $\frac{dA}{d\xi}\rangle_{1}=\alpha^{2}$
, $S^{3}$ , $B=(1,0,0, \mathrm{o})$
. , $A$ $S^{2}$ , 3 ,
$\frac{d^{2}A}{d\xi^{2}}+\alpha^{2}A=\frac{2}{C_{1}\cos\alpha\xi+C_{2}\sin\alpha\xi}A\mathrm{x}\frac{dA}{d\xi}$










$\{_{B_{0}P}^{A_{0}}=P(_{1}=(,\frac{\langle\gamma_{0}(\xi),\gamma 0(\xi)\rangle+1}{1,0,0)2},’\frac{\langle\gamma_{0}(\xi),\gamma 0(\xi)\rangle-1}{2}, \gamma_{0}(\xi))$




3Harmonic inverse mean curvature
surfaces
, , harmonic inverse mean
curvature surface ( HIMC surface )
.
1
$I_{c}=$ $c=0,1c=-1$ $g_{c}= \frac{1}{(1+cs^{2})2}ds^{2}$
78
.Definition $F$ : $Marrow \mathfrak{U}^{3}(c)$ HHHIMC surface , $\varphi=\frac{1}{H}$ :
M\rightarrow I ) ,
$\varphi=$
. , $h$ $M$ . $($
,
$C_{h,c}= \{H=\frac{|h|^{2}-c}{\sqrt{-1}(h-\overline{h})}$ $\Re \mathrm{t}^{3}(c)$ HIMC surface $\text{ }\}$
. Lemma Lawson [11] –
, Lawson –
.
Lemma 2(Lawson ) $M$ , $C_{h,1}\cong C_{h,-1}\cong C_{h,0}$ .
, isothermic .
$H= \frac{|h|^{2}-c}{\sqrt{-1}(h-\overline{h})}(c=\pm 1)$ , $(u, Q)$ $(\mathrm{G}\mathrm{C})_{c}$ .
$e^{u’}=| \frac{h^{2}-c}{h^{2}}|^{2}e^{u}$ , $Q’= \frac{h^{2}-c}{h^{2}}Q$
, $(u’, Q’)$ $H= \frac{|h|^{2}}{\sqrt{-1}(h-\overline{h})}$ $(\mathrm{G}\mathrm{C})_{0}$ .
79
4 Flat Bonnet surfaces
. $F:Marrow \mathfrak{M}^{3}(c)$
, \S 2 $(\mathrm{G}\mathrm{C})_{c}$ .
,
$\frac{q_{z}}{q}=u_{z}+\frac{HH_{z}}{H^{2}+c}$
, $u$ ) $\frac{1}{q}$ isothermic coordinate ,
$\frac{|H_{z}|^{2}}{H^{2}+c}=(\frac{HH_{z}}{H^{2}+c})_{\overline{z}}$
. , $F$ $H^{2}+C>0$ HIMC surface .
Theorem 2 isothermic HIMC surface $-$
. $S^{3}$ , $H^{3}$
$\mathrm{E}^{3}$
Lawson .
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